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Time: 3 hours            Max. Marks 70 marks
	

Note : This question paper consists of three parts : Part – A, Part-B and Part-C.  Number of words to
answers each question is only indicative.  Attempt all parts.

Part–A contains 10 compulsory questions of multiple choice/fill in the blank/very short answer type
question.  Answer all questions.  Each question carries 1 mark. (10x1=10-marks)

Part-B contains 08 questions of which students are supposed to answer 05 questions.  Answer each
question in approximately 200 words.  Each question carries 06 marks. (5x6=30 marks)

Part-C contains 05 questions of which students are supposed to answer 03 questions.  Answer each
question in approximately 500 words.  Each question carries 10 marks. (3x10=30 marks)

Part-A	

1) Fill	in	the	blanks	below.	
		

i)  The Politics behind the introduction of English in India by the British is-------------------	
A.    Promotion of English language B.    Business
C.    Communication D.    Transfer

ii)  A Person speaking a single language
A.    Monolithic B.    Monoglot
C.    Monotonous D.    Monosomy

iii)  The social factor affecting English language learning is-
A.  Internal Motivation B.   Interest
C.   Parental Education D    Mother Tongue

iv) A good English textbook should
A.    be free from spelling and Grammatical mistakes
B.    has the readable font size
C.    has colourful pictures D.    be of low cost

v)  The method of teaching which gives importance to listening is
A.    Suggestopaedia B.    Silent method
C.    communication method D.    Audio-lingual method

vi)  A whole is greater than apart. To which approach does this statement belong to.
A.    Behaviouristic approach B.    holistic approach
C.    congnitivistic approach D.    fragmentary approach

vii)  Discourse means
A.    collaboration B.    communication
C.    contradiction D.    construction
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viii)  --------gives the teacher a holistic picture of various activities to be conducted throughout
the year.
A.    Period plan B.    Lesson plan
C.    Monthly plan D.    year plan

ix)  The purpose of the Narrative passage is to improve
A.    Speaking ability B.    Writing ability
C.    Reading ability D.    Listening ability

x)  The question paper is prepared based on
A.    Course content B.    Number of holidays
C.    Blueprint D.    Type of test

	
Part-B		

	

2.  Define multilingualism and explain its advantages and disadvantages?

3.  Explain the concept of Zone of proximal development and multiple intelligence?

4.  Define Academic standards and learning indicators?

5.  What is discourse oriented pedagogy?

6.  What are the Objectives of pre-reading and while reading?

7.  Explain narration as a pedagogical tool?

8.  What are the important features of CCE?

9.  Differentiate between Formative and Summative assessment?

	
Part-C	

10.  What are the various factors affecting the acquisition of the second language in a

multicultural society? Explain in detail?

11.  What are the various Approaches to teaching the English language? Explain in detail

about structural approach with its merits and demerits?

12.  What are the various methods of teaching the English language? Which method is best

according to you? Why?

13.   What are the various types of reading in classroom transaction? Explain two strategies of

each type of reading?

14.  What is the importance of lesson planning?  Prepare a lesson plan for face sheet and

reading segment selecting a topic of your choice?
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